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Profile
Mitch is an incredibly talented young editor with fantastic editorial skill and instinct. Innovative and
keen, Mitch excels at cutting formatted documentary/factual programmes as well as promos and
sizzles with lightning speed, still giving his work a polished finish. While able to work independently,
he’s also a good team player and displays strong creative vision and artistic flair with a wonderful ear
for music, technical knowhow and an excellent knowledge of graphics.

Credits
“How I Caught the Killer” Series 3. 10-part series following the police officers working on the most
incredible and inconceivable murder cases in criminal history. Each episode examines the darkest
investigations from the from the first 999 call to the guilty verdict.
Woodcut Media for Sky Crime
“The Killer Within” 10-part series which explores the stories behind killers around the globe. Experts
uncover the truth behind some of the deadliest murders, whether they were premeditated,
spontaneous or revengeful.
Woodcut Media for Sky Crime
“The World’s Most Evils Killers” Series 4 & 5. 2 x 10-part series on prolific killers from Britain and the
US
Woodcut Media for Sky Crime
“The Secret History of WWII” 6-part history series exploring some of the incredible stories and key
events that took place during WWII. First-hand accounts, recreations and expert interviews unveil
stories buried by the victors or lost in the fog of war. Graphics.
Woodcut Media for Channel 5
“How Hacks Work” 30 x 30min science series. A fun, light-hearted looks at the best, worst and
weirdest ways to solve everyday issues where an unusual item or idea could come to the rescue!
The series features a unique panel of comedians and scientists who come together to deconstruct the
most talked about and hilarious ‘How To…’ videos from around the world.
Woodcut Media for Viasat Explore

Development Tapes / Sizzles
Various sizzles including;
Combat Ships 2 - Smithsonian
British Police – Our Toughest Cases (Discovery +)

Assistant Work

“The World’s Greatest Palaces” 10-part series which explores the history and architecture of some of
the world’s greatest palaces.
Woodcut Media for UKTV
“The World’s Most Incredible Hotels” 13-part series exploring luxury hotels in various countries,
ranging from an ice hotel in Finland to royal splendour in India to a working cowboy ranch in Arizona.
Woodcut Media

